Let G be a graph on n vertices. An induced subgraph H of G is called heavy if there exist two nonadjacent vertices in H with degree sum at least n in G. We say that G is H-heavy if every induced subgraph of G isomorphic to H is heavy. For a family H of graphs, G is called H-heavy if G is H-heavy for every H ∈ H. In this paper we characterize all connected graphs R and S other than P 3 (the path on three vertices) such that every 2-connected {R, S}-heavy graph is Hamiltonian. This extends several previous results on forbidden subgraph conditions for Hamiltonian graphs.
the other vertices are the end vertices. In this paper, instead of K 1,3 -free (K 1,3 -heavy), we use the terminology claw-free (claw-heavy).
The following characterization of pairs of forbidden subgraphs for the existence of Hamilton cycles in graphs is well known.
Theorem 1 (Bedrossian [1] ). Let R and S be connected graphs with R, S = P 3 and let G be a 2-connected graph. Then G being {R, S}-free implies G is Hamiltonian if and only if (up to symmetry) R = K 1,3 and S = P 4 , P 5 , P 6 , C 3 , Z 1 , Z 2 , B, N or W (see Fig. 1 ). Our aim in this paper is to consider the corresponding heavy subgraph condition for a graph to be Hamiltonian. First, we notice that every 2-connected P 3 -heavy graph contains a Hamilton cycle. This can be easily deduced from the following result.
Theorem 2 (Fan [5] ). Let G be a 2-connected graph. If max{d(u), d(v)} ≥ n/2 for every pair of vertices with distance 2 in G, then G is Hamiltonian.
It is not difficult to see that P 3 is the only connected graph S such that every 2-connected S-heavy graph is Hamiltonian. So we have the following problem.
Problem 1. Which two connected graphs R and S other than P 3 imply that every 2-connected {R, S}-heavy graph is Hamiltonian?
By Theorem 1, we get that (up to symmetry) R = K 1,3 and S must be some of the graphs P 4 , P 5 , P 6 , C 3 , Z 1 , Z 2 , B, N or W .
In this paper we prove the following results.
Theorem 3. If G is a 2-connected {K 1,3 , W }-heavy graph, then G is Hamiltonian.
Theorem 4.
If G is a 2-connected {K 1, 3 , N }-heavy graph, then G is Hamiltonian.
At the same time, we find a 2-connected {K 1,3 , P 6 }-heavy graph which is not Hamiltonian (see Fig. 2 ). Besides, we can also construct a 2-connected claw-free and P 6 -heavy graph which is not Hamiltonian. This can be shown as follows: Let G be the graph in Fig. 2 , where r ≥ 15 is an integer divisible by 3. Let V 1 , V 2 , V 3 be a balanced partition of K r and G ′ be the graph obtained from G by deleting all the edges in 3 i=1 {x i v : v ∈ V i }. Then G ′ is a 2-connected claw-free and P 6 -heavy graph which is not Hamiltonian.
Note that W contains induced P 4 , P 5 , C 3 , Z 1 , Z 2 and B. So we have Theorem 5. Let R and S be connected graphs with R, S = P 3 and let G be a 2-connected graph. Then G being {R, S}-heavy implies G is Hamiltonian if and only if (up to symmetry) R = K 1,3 and S = P 4 , P 5 , C 3 , Z 1 , Z 2 , B, N or W .
Thus, Theorem 5 gives a complete answer to Problem 1.
For claw-heavy graphs, Chen et al. get the following result.
Theorem 6 (Chen, Zhang and Qiao [4] ). Let G be a 2-connected graph. If G is claw-heavy and moreover, {P 7 , D}-free or {P 7 , H}-free, then G is Hamiltonian (see Fig. 3 ).
D (Deer)
H (Hourglass) Fig. 3. Graphs D and H. It is clear that every P 6 -free graph is also {P 7 , D}-free. Thus we have that every 2-connected claw-heavy and P 6 -free graph is Hamiltonian. Together with Theorems 3 and 4, we have the following characterization:
Theorem 7. Let S be a connected graph with S = P 3 and let G be a 2-connected claw-heavy graph. Then G being S-free implies G is Hamiltonian if and only if S = P 4 , P 5 , P 6 , C 3 , Z 1 , Z 2 , B, N or W .
The necessity of this theorem follows from Theorem 1 immediately.
It is known that the only 2-connected {K 1,3 , Z 3 }-free non-Hamiltonian graphs have 9 vertices (see [6] ), hence for n ≥ 10, every 2-connected {K 1,3 , Z 3 }-free graph is also
Hamiltonian. This leads to the following Problem 2. Is every 2-connected {K 1,3 , Z 3 }-heavy graph on n ≥ 10 vertices Hamiltonian?
Instead of Theorems 3 and 4, we prove the following two stronger results. Fig. 4 ).
Theorem 9. If G is a 2-connected {K 1, 3 , N 1,1,2 , H 1,1 }-heavy graph, then G is Hamiltonian (see Fig. 4 ). Note that Brousek [3] gave a complete characterization of triples of connected graphs
Hamiltonian. Clearly, if K 1,3 , S, T is a triple such that every 2-connected {K 1,3 , S, T }-heavy graph is Hamiltonian, then, for some triple K 1,3 , X, Y of [3] , S and T are induced subgraphs of X and Y , respectively (of course, the triples of Theorems 8 and 9 have this property). We refer an interested reader to [3] for more details.
Some preliminaries
We first give some additional terminology and notation.
Let G be a graph and X be a subset of V (G). The subgraph of G induced by the set
. We use G − X to denote the subgraph induced by V (G) \ X.
Throughout this paper, k and ℓ will always denote positive integers, and we use s and t to denote integers which may be nonpositive. For s ≤ t, we use [x s , x t ] to denote the set
For a path P and x, y ∈ V (P ), P [x, y] denotes the subpath of P from x to y. Similarly, for a cycle C with a given orientation and x, y ∈ V (C),
denotes the (x, y)-path on C traversed in the same or opposite direction with respect to the given orientation of C.
Let G be a graph and x 1 , x 2 , y 1 , y 2 ∈ V (G) with x 1 = x 2 and y 1 = y 2 . Then a subgraph Q of G such that Q has exactly 2 components, each of them being an ({x 1 , x 2 }, {y 1 , y 2 })-path, is called an (x 1 x 2 , y 1 y 2 )-disjoint path pair, or briefly an (x 1 x 2 , y 1 y 2 )-pair in G.
If G is a graph on n ≥ 2 vertices, x ∈ V (G), and a graph G ′ is obtained from G by adding a (new) vertex y and a pair of edges yx, yz, where z is an arbitrary vertex of G,
then the graph G ′ obtained from G by adding two (new) vertices y 1 , y 2 and the edges y 1 x 1 , y 2 x 2 and y 1 y 2 is called the 2-extension of G at (x 1 , x 2 ) to (y 1 , y 2 ).
Let G be a graph and let u, v, w ∈ V (G) be distinct vertices of G. We say that G is (u, v, w)-composed (or briefly composed) if G has a spanning subgraph D (called the
and a sequence of graphs
and D i+1 satisfies one of the following: 
Now we give a lemma on composed graphs which will be needed in our proofs.
Lemma 1. Let G be a composed graph and let D and v −k , . . . , v 0 , . . . , v ℓ be a carrier and a canonical ordering of G. Then 
In this case, v ℓ has a neighbor v s other than v ℓ−1 , where
In this case s+1
where t > 0. By the induction hypothesis, there exists a Hamilton (v 0 , v t )-path P ′ of D ′ .
Then the path
Case 2.2. s = −1.
In this case, the path
where t < 0 and d D ′ (v s+1 ) = 2. By the induction hypothesis, there exists a Hamilton
So the proof of (i) is complete.
Now we prove (ii). We distinguish the following three cases.
where t > 0 and
Case 2. s = 1.
In this case,
where t < 0. By (i), there exists a Hamilton (v 0 , v t )-path P ′ of G ′ . Thus
and
The proof is complete.
Let G be a graph on n vertices and k ≥ 3 an integer. A sequence of vertices C =
Similarly we define an o-path of G.
Now, we prove the following lemma on o-cycles.
Lemma 2. Let G be a graph and let
and suppose, to the contrary, that def(C 1 ) ≥ 1. Without loss of generality suppose that
We use P to denote the
Note that Lemma 2 immediately implies that if P is an (x, y)-path or an o-path in G with |V (P )| larger than the length of a longest cycle in G, then xy / ∈ E(G) and
In the following, we denote
Let C be a cycle in G, x, x 1 , x 2 ∈ V (C) three distinct vertices, and set
where Q is the (x 1 , x 2 )-path on C containing x. We say that the pair of vertices (
Lemma 3. Let G be a graph, and C be a cycle of G with a given orientation. Let x, y ∈ V (C) and let R be an (x, y)-path in G which is internally disjoint with C. If there
Proof. Assume the opposite. Let P 1 and D 1 be the path and disjoint path pair associated with x, and P 2 and D 2 associated with y; and let
By the definition of an x-good pair, without loss of generality, we can assume that P 1
In this case the path
In this case, the path P = Q 2 ∪ P 2 ∪ R ∪ P 1 ∪ Q 1 is an (x 2 , y 1 )-path which contains all the vertices in V (C) ∪ V (R), and the path In this case, the path
, and the path
Proof of Theorem 8
Let C be a longest cycle of G with a given orientation, set n = |V (G)| and c = |V (C)|, and assume that G is not Hamiltonian, i.e. c < n. Then V (G)\V (C) = ∅. Since G is 2-connected, there exists a (u 0 , v 0 )-path with length at least 2 which is internally disjoint from C, where
, where z 0 = u 0 and z r+1 = v 0 , be such a path, and choose R as short as possible. Let r 1 and r 2 denote the number of interior vertices in
, respectively (note that clearly 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume y = u 1 . Let P ′ be an (x, z 1 )-path in H. Then
Lemma 2, we have xy / ∈ E(G).
, by Claim 1, the graph induced by {u 0 , z 1 , u 1 , u −1 } is a claw, where
The second assertion can be proved similarly.
all the vertices of V (C) ∪ V (R). By Lemma 2, there exists a cycle which contains all the
The other assertions can be proved similarly.
Proof. Assume the opposite. By Claim 2 we have
Now, we distinguish two cases.
By Claim 4, without loss of generality, we assume that
Proof. By the choice of the path R, we have
Claim 5.1. Every neighbor of u 0 is in V (C)∪V (H); every neighbor of z 2 is in V (C)∪V (H).
Proof. Assume the opposite. Let z ′ ∈ V (H ′ ) be a neighbor of u 0 where H ′ is a component
By Claim 1, we have u 1 z 1 / ∈ E(G), and similarly u 1 z ′ / ∈ E(G). Thus the graph induced If z 2 = v 0 , the second assertion can be proved similarly; and if z 2 = v 0 , the assertion is obvious.
Proof. If y i y j / ∈ E(G), then by Claim 1, the graph induced by {u 0 , u 1 , y i , y j } is a claw,
are internally disjoint, and Q contains at least k vertices in V (H). In the following, we use C ′ to denote the cycle
By Claims 1 and 3, we have
Proof. By Claim 3, we have u 0 v 1 / ∈ E(G).
which contains all the vertices in V (C) ∪ V (Q), a contradiction.
and ℓ ′ − ℓ < k + 1.
Thus, we assume that v ℓ = v 0 , and
Thus we have ℓ ′ − ℓ ≥ k + 1. Note that u 0 v r 1 ∈ E(G), we have r 1 − ℓ ≥ k + 1.
Recall that G[u −1 , u 1 ] is (u −1 , u 0 , u 1 )-composed. Now we prove the following claims.
Proof. Let D 1 , D 2 , . . . , D r be a canonical sequence of G[u −k , u ℓ ] corresponding to the canonical ordering u −k , u −k+1 , . . . , u ℓ . Suppose that k > r 2 − 2. Consider the the graph
, where −r 2 + 1 be the smallest integer such that u −r 2 +1 ∈ V (D −r 2 +1 ). Let
where k ≤ r 2 − 2 and l ≤ r 1 − 2, and any two nonadjacent vertices in [u −k−1 , u ℓ+1 ] have degree sum less than n, then one of the following is true:
Proof. Assume the opposite, which implies that for every vertex
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that s > 0. If s = 1, the assertion is true by By Lemma 1, there exists a (u 0 , u t )-path P ′ such that
is a (z, u s )-path which contains all the vertices in V (C) ∪ {z}. By Lemma 2, we have zu s / ∈ E(G).
which contains all the vertices in V (C) ∪ V (R), a contradiction.
Claim 7.2. G ′′ , and then G ′ , is {K 1,3 , N 1,1,2 }-free.
Proof. By Claims 5 and 7.1, and the condition that any two nonadjacent vertices in [u −k−1 , u ℓ+1 ] have degree sum less than n, we have that any two nonadjacent vertices in G ′′ have degree sum less than n. Since G (and then G ′′ ) is {K 1,3 , N 1,1,2 }-heavy, we have that G ′′ is {K 1, 3 , N 1,1,2 }-free.
, then the graph induced by {u 0 , z 1 , x, x ′ } is a claw, a contradiction.
Now, we define
By the definition of a composed graph, we have |N 2 | ≥ 2. If there are two vertices
x, x ′ ∈ N 2 such that xx ′ / ∈ E(G ′ ), then the graph induced by {u −k , u −k−1 , x, x ′ } is a claw, a contradiction. Thus, N 2 is a clique.
We assume u 0 ∈ N j , where j ≥ 2. Then z 1 ∈ N j+1 and z 2 ∈ N j+2 .
If |N i | = 1 for some i ∈ [2, j − 1], say, N i = {x}, then x is a cut vertex of the graph
Proof. We prove this claim by induction on i. For i = 1, 2, the claim is true by the analysis above. So we assume that 3 ≤ i ≤ j, and we have that
is nonempty, and
First we choose a vertex x ∈ N i which has a neighbor y ∈ N i+1 such that it has a neighbor z ∈ N i+2 . We prove that for every x ′ ∈ N i , xx ′ ∈ E(G). We assume that
If x ′ y ∈ E(G), then the graph induced by {y, x, x ′ , z} is a claw, a contradiction. Thus,
we have x ′ y / ∈ E(G). If x and x ′ have a common neighbor in N i−1 , denote it by w, then let v be a neighbor of w in N i−2 , and the graph induced by {w, v, x, x ′ } is a claw, a contradiction. Thus we have that x and x ′ have no common neighbors in N i−1 .
Let w be a neighbor of x in N i−1 and w ′ be a neighbor of
then the graph induced by {w, v, w ′ , x} is a claw, a contradiction. Thus we have w ′ v ∈ E(G), and then the graph induced by {v, u, w ′ , x ′ , w, x, y} is an N 1,1,2 , a contradiction.
Thus we have xx ′ ∈ E(G) for every x ′ ∈ N i . Now, let x ′ and x ′′ be two vertices in N i other than x such that x ′ x ′′ / ∈ E(G). We have
If x ′ y ∈ E(G), then similarly to the case of x, we have x ′ x ′′ ∈ E(G), a contradiction.
Thus we have x ′ y / ∈ E(G). Similarly, x ′′ y / ∈ E(G). Then the graph induced by {x, x ′ , x ′′ , y} is a claw, a contradiction.
Thus, N i is a clique.
If there exists some vertex y ∈ N j+1 other than z 1 , then we have yu 0 / ∈ E(G) by Claim 7.3. Let x be a neighbor of y in N j , w be a neighbor of u 0 in N j−1 and v be a neighbor of w in N j−2 . Then xu 0 ∈ E(G) by Claim 7.4 and xw ∈ E(G) by Claim 7.3. Thus the graph induced by {w, v, x, y, u 0 , z 1 , z 2 } is an N 1,1,2 , a contradiction. So we assume that all
then let w be a neighbor of u 0 in N j−1 and v be a neighbor of w in N j−2 .
Then the graph induced by {w, v, u 0 , z 1 , u ℓ , u ℓ+1 } is an N 1,1,2 , a contradiction. Thus we have that u ℓ / ∈ N j and then j ≥ 3.
If u ℓ has a neighbor in N i+1 , then let y be a neighbor of u ℓ in N i+1 , and w be a neighbor of u ℓ in N i−1 . Then the graph induced by {u ℓ , w, y, u ℓ+1 } is a claw, a contradiction. So we have that u ℓ has no neighbors in N i+1 .
Let x ∈ N i be a vertex other than u ℓ which has a neighbor y in N i+1 such that it has a neighbor z in N i+2 . Let w be a neighbor of x in N i−1 , and v be a neighbor of w in N i−2 .
If u ℓ w / ∈ E(G), then the graph induced by {x, w, u ℓ , y} is a claw, a contradiction. So we have that u ℓ w ∈ E(G). Then the graph induced by {w, v, u ℓ , u ℓ+1 , x, y, z} is an N 1,1,2 , a contradiction.
Thus the claim holds.
Now we choose k, ℓ such that
(2) any two nonadjacent vertices in [u −k , u ℓ ] have degree sum less than n; and (3) k + ℓ is as big as possible.
By Claim 7, we have that there exists a vertex
by Lemma 1, there exists a (u 0 , u ℓ )-path P such that V (P ) = [u −k , u ℓ ], and there ex-
If there exists a vertex
we can prove the result similarly.
Proof. By Claim 6, we have k ≤ r 2 − 2 and l ≤ r 1 − 2.
If
Now we assume that
Let r ′ 2 = r 2 − k and r ′ 1 = r 1 − ℓ.
Similarly to Claim 7, we have
] have degree sum less than n, then one of the following is true:
(2) any two nonadjacent vertices in [v −k ′ , v ℓ ′ ] have degree sum less than n; and (3) k ′ + ℓ ′ is as big as possible.
Similarly to Claim 8, we have (v
From Claims 8 and 9, we get that there exists a cycle which contains all the vertices in V (C) ∪ V (R) by Lemma 3, a contradiction.
Case 2. r = 1 and u 0 v 0 ∈ E(G).
We have u 0 u −1 ∈ E(G) and u 0 u −r 2 / ∈ E(G), where u −r 2 = v −1 . Let u −k−1 be the first
Similarly, let v ℓ+1 be the first vertex in
Proof. (i) If x = u −1 , then by Claims 1 and 3, we have
The assertion (ii) can be proved similarly.
(iii) If x = u −1 and y = v 1 , then by Claim 3, we have xy / ∈ E(G).
, then we can prove the result similarly.
Proof. Assume the opposite. Since
Without loss of generality, we assume that
Proof. The claim can be proved similarly as Claims 6 and 9.1.
Now we prove the following claim.
where k ′ ≤ r 2 − 2 and ℓ ′ ≤ r 1 − ℓ − 1, and any two nonadjacent vertices in [
have degree sum less than n, then one of the following is true:
Proof. Similarly to Claim 7.1, we have v 0 u s / ∈ E(G).
Now we assume that v 1 u s ∈ E(G).
. By the definition of a composed graph,
is an o-cycle which contains all the vertices in V (C) ∪ V (R), a contradiction.
If s = −1, by Claim 3, we have
. By the definition of a composed graph, there exists
is an o-cycle which contains all the vertices in V (C) ∪ V (R), a contradiction. Thus we can prove the claim similarly to Claim 7.
(2) any two nonadjacent vertices in [u −k ′ , u ℓ ′ ] have degree sum less than n; and (3) k ′ + ℓ ′ is as big as possible.
Similarly to Claim 8, we have
By Claim 13, we have k ′ ≤ r 2 − 2 and ℓ ′ ≤ r 1 − ℓ − 2.
From Claims 12 and 15, we can get that there exists a cycle which contains all vertices in V (C) ∪ V (R) by Lemma 3, a contradiction.
Proof of Theorem 9
Let C be a longest cycle of G with a given orientation. We use n to denote the order of G, and c the length of C. Assume that G is not Hamiltonian. Then V (G)\V (C) = ∅. Since G is 2-connected, there exists a (u 0 , v 0 )-path of length at least 2 which is internally disjoint with C, where u 0 , v 0 ∈ V (C). Let R = z 0 z 1 z 2 · · · z r+1 be such a path which is as short as possible, where z 0 = u 0 and z r+1 = v 0 . We assume that the length of
and the length of − → C [v 0 , u 0 ] is r 2 + 1, where r 1 + r 2 + 2 = c. We denote the vertices of C
where u ℓ = v r 1 +1−ℓ and u −k = v −r 2 −1+k . Let H be the component of G−C which contains the vertices in [z 1 , z r ].
As in Section 3, we have the following claims.
If Proof. If i < j, or i = j and z 2 u 0 / ∈ E(G), then we can prove the assertion similarly to Claim 7.4 in Section 3. Thus we assume that i = j and z 2 u 0 ∈ E(G).
If j = 2, the assertion is true by the analysis above. So we assume that j ≥ 3, and we have that N j−3 , N j−2 , N j−1 , N j+1 is nonempty and |N j−1 | ≥ 2.
First we prove that for every x ∈ N j \{u 0 }, u 0 x ∈ E(G). We assume that u 0 x / ∈ E(G).
By Claim 6.1 we have xz 1 / ∈ E(G). If u 0 and x have a common neighbor in N j−1 , denoted w, then let v be a neighbor of w in N j−2 ; but then the graph induced by {w, v, u 0 , x} is a claw, a contradiction. Thus we have that u 0 and x have no common neighbors in N j−1 .
Let w be a neighbor of u 0 in N j−1 and w ′ be a neighbor of x in N j−1 . Then u 0 w ′ , xw / ∈ E(G). Let v be a neighbor of w in N j−2 and u be a neighbor of v in N j−3 . If w ′ v / ∈ E(G), then the graph induced by {w, v, w ′ , u 0 } is a claw, a contradiction. Thus we have w ′ v ∈ E(G), and then the graph induced by {v, u, w ′ , x, w, u 0 , z 1 } is an N 1,1,2 , a contradiction.
Thus we have u 0 x ∈ E(G) for every x ∈ N j . Then by Claim 6.3, we have that N j is a clique.
If there exists some vertex y ∈ N j+1 other than z 1 and z 2 , then we have yu 0 / ∈ E(G)
by Claim 6.3. Let x be a neighbor of y in N j , w be a neighbor of u 0 in N j−1 and v be a neighbor of w in N j−2 . Then xu 0 ∈ E(G) by Claim 6.4 and xw ∈ E(G) by Claim 6.3.
Thus the graph induced by {w, v, x, y, u 0 , z 1 , z 2 } is an N 1,1,2 if z 2 u 0 / ∈ E(G), and is an H 1,1 if z 2 u 0 ∈ E(G), a contradiction. So we assume that all vertices in [u −k , u ℓ ] are in j i=1 N i . If u ℓ ∈ N j , then let w be a neighbor of u 0 in N j−1 and v be a neighbor of w in N j−2 .
Then the graph induced by {w, v, u 0 , z 1 , u ℓ , u ℓ+1 } is an N 1,1,2 if z 2 u 0 / ∈ E(G), and is an H 1,1 if z 2 u 0 ∈ E(G), a contradiction. Thus we have that u ℓ / ∈ N j and then j ≥ 3.
Let u ℓ ∈ N i , where i ∈ [2, j −1]. If u ℓ has a neighbor in N i+1 , then let y be a neighbor of u ℓ in N i+1 , and w be a neighbor of u ℓ in N i−1 . Then the graph induced by {u ℓ , w, y, u ℓ+1 } is a claw, a contradiction. Thus we have that u ℓ has no neighbors in N i+1 .
If u ℓ w / ∈ E(G), then the graph induced by {x, w, u ℓ , y} is a claw, a contradiction. Thus we have that that u ℓ w ∈ E(G). Then the graph induced by {w, v, u ℓ , u ℓ+1 , x, y, z} is an N 1,1,2 , a contradiction.
(1) G[u −k , u ℓ ] is (u −k , u 0 , u ℓ )-composed with canonical ordering u −k , u −k+1 , . . . , u ℓ ;
Similarly to Claims 8 and 9 in Section 3, we have Claim 7. (u −k−1 , u ℓ ) or (u −k , u ℓ+1 ) or (u −k−1 , u ℓ+1 ) is u 0 -good on C.
From Claims 7 and 8, we can get that there exists a cycle which contains all the vertices in V (C) ∪ V (R) by Lemma 3, a contradiction.
